More specifically, under the above hypothesis, we show that the prime radical of R G is the contraction of the prime radical of R, that if R G satisfies a polynomial identity then so does R, and if R G is nil of bounded index then so is R. With the additional assumption that \G\R •= R, ,we show that the Jacobson radical of R G is the contraction of the Jacobson radical of R. We also obtain various relationships between ideals of R G and ideals of R. Many of these results were already known in two major special cases of Jordan automorphisms: the case of ordinary (associative) automorphisms of R, and the case when R has an involution. Moreover, our hypothesis that R has no additive |(?|-torsion is necessary because of existing counterexamples in these two cases. The known results and examples will be discussed in the relevant section, as each topic arises.
We now establish our terminology. By an automorphism of R we will mean an ordinary automorphism of R as an associative ring; we let Aut (It) denote the group of automorphisms R. If A is an additive subgroup of R, A is a (quadratic) Jordan subring of R if A is closed under squares (that is, x 2 eA if xeA) and under the quadratic operator xU y = yxy (as is well known, if 2R = R this definition is equivalent to A being closed under the single linear operation a-b = l/2(ab + ba). When we wish to consider R itself as a Jordan ring, we will denote it by R + . A mapping φ:R->R r of the rings R and R' is a Jordan homomorphism if φ preserves the structure of A as a Jordan ring; that is, φ is additive, φ(x 2 ) = φ(x) 2 
, all xeR, and Φ(yxy) = Φ(y)Φ(x)Φ(y), all x,yeR.
A Jordan automorphism of R is simply a Jordan homomorphism which is also one-to-one and onto; we let Autj (R) denote the group of all Jordan automorphisms of R. If G is a subgroup of Autj (R), then clearly R G is a Jordan subring of R. [4, p. 50] . THEOREM 
1* Herstein^s theorem and its consequences* Of fundamental importance in what follows is the following theorem of I. N. Her stein

Let φ:R->R' be a Jordan homomorphism of R onto a prime ring R r . Then φ is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism.
Even when R is not prime, Herstein's theorem has the following consequence for prime ideals: COROLLARY 1.2. Let ό be a Jordan automorphism of R and let P be a prime ideal of R. Then P φ is a prime ideal of R. Moreover, the prime rings R/P and R/P φ are either isomorphic or antiisomorphic.
Proof. Let f:R-+R/P be the usual quotient map. Then, since φ~ι is also a Jordan automorphism of R, the composition foφ~u.R->R/P is a Jordan homomorphism onto a prime ring, so by Herstein's theorem is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism. Now pφ z= (/ o ^" 1 )~1 (6) , the inverse image of (0) under a homomorphism or anti-homomorphism, and so P φ is a prime ideal. Now, R/P φ is a prime ring by the above, and the mapping ψ:R/P-+R/P φ given by ψ(x + P) = x φ + P φ is a Jordan isomorphism Thus, when R is prime, the class of Jordan rings arising as fixed elements of Jordan automorphisms is simply the class of symmetric elements in rings with involution. It is not known whether this is true in general, and we state it formally: Question 1.4. For any ring R, and G a group of Jordan automorphisms of R does there exist a ring R f with involution such that
A question closely related to Question 1.4 is the following: to what extent can Herstein's theorem be generalized to semi-prime rings? One might hope that if ψ were a Jordan automorphism of a semiprime ring R, then φ could be written as a sum φ = φ t + φ 2 , where φ t is a homomorphism and φ 2 is an anti-homomorphism of R to itself, and such that Φ Λ (J&) Π Φt(R) = (0). Assume for the moment that this were true, and let A^ = Φ'KΦ^R)) and A 2 = Φ~\Φ 2 (R)). Then one can check that R -A 1 0 A 2 , that A t is ^-invariant, and that φ restricted to A t is just φί. That is, the ring R could be decomposed as a direct sum in such a way that φ acts as an automorphism on one component and as an anti-automorphism on the other.
That this is false can be seen from the following example: Let T be any simple, noncommutative ring with an involution *, and let Rn = Σ?=i Θ T if where T t = T, for each positive integer n. Define φ n : R n -»R n by φ n (a ίf , a n ) = (αjj, a lf , a n _,). Then φ n is a Jordan automorphism of R n which is neither a homomorphism nor an antihomomorphism, and R n cannot be written as a direct sum as desired since it has no nontrivial ^-invariant ideals. Moreover, if we let 184 W. S. MARTINDALE, III AND SUSAN MONTGOMERY R = Π£=i^«> an( i ^ Φ be given componentwise by φ n on R nt then R is semi-prime but no power of φ is an automorphism. Thus, if it exists, an appropriate extension of Herstein's theorem would have to take some other form.
2 The prime radical* The main result of this section is that the prime radical of R G is the contraction to R G of the prime radical of R. If A is a Jordan ring, an ideal P of A is prime if whenever VU W QP, V,W ideals of A, then either V £ P or W £ P. The prime radical of A, which we shall denote by P(A), is defined as the intersection of the prime ideals of A, and A is semi-prime if P(A) = (0) [11] . We shall also denote the prime radical of R as an associative ring by P(Ry, there is no ambiguity in this notation, for P(R) == P(R + ) by a theorem of Erickson and Montgomery [3] . When G is generated by an involution, and R G -S R , it was also proved by Erickson and Montgomery that P(S B ) = P(R) Π S B [3] , which is a special case of what we prove here. We will assume throughout this section that the group G of Jordan automorphisms is finite, with | G \ = n, and that R has no additive n-torsion. Without this hypothesis, our desired result that P(R G ) = P(R) Π R G is false (see the example in [10] ). LEMMA 
Let R be n-torsion free. Then (1) R/P(R) is n-torsion free.
(2) P(R) = Γϊa Pa, where the P a are all prime ideals of R such that R/P a is n-torsion free.
Proof. (1) We use the characterization of P(R) as the set of elements beR such that every m-sequence beginning with b contains 0 [5, p. 196] . To show that R/P(B) is n-torsion free, it will suffice to show that if nb e P(R), then b e P(R). Choose any m-sequence {αj beginning with b = a 0 . Then {n^a^ is an m-sequence beginning with nb 6 P{R), so must contain 0. Since R is n-torsion free, n* k a k -0 implies a k = 0, and thus b e P(R).
where {P a } are prime ideals with RjP a n-torsion free and {P β } are prime ideals with nR Q P β . Thus if xeΓlaPa, then nxef\ a P B also, and so nxeP(R).
By (1), xeP(R) and so Γl α -P α LEMMA 
Let A be a Jordan subring of R. Then P(R) Π A Q P(A).
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as in [3, Lemma 1] , We provide it for completeness.
By Zorn's lemma, we may choose a maximal element N 6 κ y£'. We claim that N is a semiprime ideal. For, say that
. This implies that J Π A £ P(A), since P(A) is a semi-prime ideal, and hence J e ^£. By the maximality of N, J = iSΓ, and thus iV is a semi-prime ideal. It follows that P(R) Q N, and so P(R) C\AQNf)AQ P(A).
We are now able to prove our desired result when G consists of automorphisms. The proof uses a theorem of Bergman and Isaacs [2] , which asserts that if R is |G|-torsion free and tr(iϋ) is nilpotent, then R is nilpotent. A consequence of this theorem is that if R is semi-prime, with no additive | G |-torsion, then R G is also semi-prime [10] . PROPOSITION 
If G is a finite group of automorphisms of R such that R is \G\-torsion free, then P(R
Proof.
Thus we need only show that P(R G ) Q P(R). Assume this is false. Then in R = R/P(R), P{W) Φ (0). It is straightforward to check that
Since P(R) is G-invariant, we have an induced group G acting on R. R is ^-torsion free by Lemma 2.1, so by the consequence of Bergman and Isaacs' theorem mentioned above, R G is semi-prime since R is. Let N be a nonzero nilpotent ideal of W, and let M = {xeR G 
Proof.
We proceed by induction on |G|. If \G\ = 1, there is nothing to prove. So, assume true for all groups K with \K\ < \G\. Since R is semi-prime and ^-torsion free, (0) = Πα Pa, where the P a are prime ideals such that R/P a is w-torsion free, for each a, by Lemma 2.1. To show that ala = (0), it will suffice to show that ala Q P α , for all a.
First consider the case when P a = P is G-invariant. Then R = iZ/P is prime, with induced group G, and aΐ G ά = (0). Since ^J^£ I G , we have α/^α = (0). Now by Lemma 2.4, either I = (0) or α = (0), and so either I £ P or α 6 P. In any event, ala Q P. Now say that P a = P is not G-invariant, and let J= C\ gBG P 9 . Each P ff is a prime ideal of R by Corollary 1.2, and so R = J?/J is a semi-prime ring, with an induced group G since / is G-invariant. As above, we have that aϊ G a = (0) in JB, and so without loss of generality we may simply assume that Γ\ g&G P g = (0). Let orb P = {P 9 \ g e G}. Let m be the smallest integer such that, for any choice of m distinct members of orb P, say P 19 , P m9 we have α(/ n Λ Π P 2 Π Π P m )α = (0). Since P t Π Π P» = (0), clearly m^n. If m = 1, then α(J n P)α = 0. Choose P, 6 orb P, P, ^ P, and pass to R = -B/P*. Then a(ΪP)a -(0) in .B, a prime ring. Now if α^0, then IP = (0). Since R is prime and Pφ(ϋ), it must be that I = (0). Thus, either a e P< or I £ P <# But then, since a e 72°, if aeP, then αe f| 9 eG P/ = (0), and if IQ P< then IQ Γi a e G Pf = (0). That is either α = 0 or I = (0). In either case, αlα = (0), and we are done.
We may therefore assume that m > 1. By the minimality of m, there exist m -1 distinct members P x , P 2 , , P w _i in orb P such that if V = P x Π Π P w _!, then a(Jn F)α ^ (0). Let iΓ = {^ e G\g permutes the m -1 P s}. If iί = G, we have a contradiction since G is transitive on orb P, and m -1 < n. Therefore K is a proper subgroup of G. Since | 15Γ| divides |G|, R is |i£|-torsion free and /Π F is a iί-invariant ideal of R with α e R 
where c(x) = Σoe* ^σ If o$K 9 then for some P<, P* ί {P lf , P m -X }. Thus α; σ e Pϊ, and so s/αα'αj/ e (I Π F) Π P/. Letting Pi = P m , it follows that ayax σ aya e a(I Π Pi Π Π P»)α = (0). Then {ax σ ayf = 0, for all 2/ e J Π F, and so ax σ a(I Π F) is a nil right ideal of bounded index in R. Since R is semi-prime, we must haue ax°a{I Π V) = (0). Thus, αφ)α(J Π F) = (0). It follows that α tr* (a?)α(J Π F) = (0), also. Now α tr^ (#)α e / n F, and since IΠ F is itself a semi-prime ring (being an ideal in R), we must have a tτ κ (x)a = 0, for all xeIΓ\V.
Since w(J n V) κ C tr* (J n F), we have shown that a(I f] V) κ a = (0). We may now apply induction on the order of K to see that a(I Π V)a = (0). This is a contradiction.
If A is a Jordan ring, we say that an element a e A is an absolute zero divisor in AΊί AU a = (0). It is known that if A has no absolute zero divisors, then A is semi-prime [12] . COROLLARY 
7/ R is semi-prime, then R G is semi-prime. Moreover, R G has no absolute zero divisors.
Proof. Using I = R in Theorem 2.5, we see that R G has no absolute zero divisors. By the above, R G is semi-prime. COROLLARY 
If I is a semi-prime ideal of R such that R/I is n-torsion free, then I
Proof. Let /= Γ\ σ eol σ J is G-invariant, and is an ideal of R since each I σ is an intersection of prime ideals by Corollary 1.2. Then R -R/J is a semi-prime ring with induced group G, and R is ntorsion free since R/I σ is ^-torsion free, for all σ. By Corollary 2.6, R G is semi-prime. As in the proof of Proposition 2.3, it follows that W is semi-prime. But, 
Proof. That P(R) Π R G £ P{R G ) is just Lemma 2.2. To see P(R G ) S P(R)
, use the fact that P(R) = fl* /«, where the I α are prime ideals of R such that R\I a is n-torsion free. By Corollary 2.7, 7 α Π R is a semi-prime ideal of R σ f for all such a.
3. The Jacobson radical. In this section we show that the Jacobson radical of R G is the intersection with R G of the Jacobson radical of R. When G consists of an involution, this has already been proved by K. McCrimmon [9] , and when G is a finite group of automorphisms of R, this has been proved by Montgomery [10] . An additional assumption will be needed concerning n = | G | and the additive group of R; that is nR = R. Together with our previous assumption that nx = 0 implies x = 0, this says that n is a bisection on R. Such a hypothesis is needed, since by an example of Martindale [8] , the theorem is false for automorphisms if one only assumes that R has no ^-torsion. Moreover, the hypothesis that n is a bisection is used in the proof of Montgomery's result, which we shall need here.
In a Jordan ring A, the Jacobson radical J(A) is defined as the maximal quasi-regular ideal, where an element x e A is quasi-regular if 1 -x is invertible (if 1 g A, the inverse is formal). When A is a special Jordan ring", say A Q R + , where R is an associative ring, then being invertible in the Jordan sense is the same as being invertible in the associative sense. Thus x is quasi-regular in A if and only if there exists y eA such that x + y + xy -0, and xy = yx. We also denote the Jacobson radical of R by J(R); since J(R) = J(R + ) by a theorem of McGrimmon [9] , there will be no ambiguity in this notation.
We first note that Jordan automorphisms preserve primitive ideals. Proof. Since P is prime, we may apply Corollary 1.2 to see that R/P and R/P φ are either isomorphic or anti-isomorphic.
As a consequence of this lemma, when G is a group of Jordan automorphisms and P is a primitive ideal, we see that I = f\ aeG P σ is a semi-simple ideal of R.
The first two parts of the next lemma are actually a special case of [6; Lemma 1, p. 3.3] , where it is proved that if I is an inner ideal of a Jordan ring, and w el is quasi-regular, then w is quasi-regular in I. However, as the proof in our case is very elementary, we include it for the sake of completeness. LEMMA 
Let A be a Jordan subring of a ring R.
FIXED ELEMENTS OF JORDAN AUTOMORPHISMS
(1) Let I be a Jordan ideals of A. If w el is quasi-regular in A, it is quasi-regular in I.
(
2) Let aeA. If w e aAa is quasi-regular in A, it is quasiregualr in aAa.
3) Let ae R. If α#α e aRa is quasi-regular, then a 2 x is quasiregular.
Proof. (1) Say that z e A is the quasi-inverse for w. Then (1 - w)(l -z)(l -w) -(1 -w) . This gives 1 -w + w 2 + wz + zww -z -wzw = 1 -w, and so z = w 2 + wz + zw -w -wzw e J.
(2) Say that w = axa, for some xeA, and that z is the quasiinverse for w. Then αα α + z + αa αz = 0, and axaz = zaxa. One can check that z = -α#α -αα αz = a( -x + #α 2 α? + xawax)a e aAa . Thus a 2 x is right quasi-regular. Similarly, a 2 x is left quasi-regular.
Before proceeding, we observe several consequences of our hypothesis that \G\ is a bijection. First, if P is any proper prime ideal of R, then | G \ is a bijection on R = R/P. For, nR = R since nR = R, and if R has any w-torsion, then nR = 0 since 5 is prime. This says that nR Q P, but then R £ P, a contradiction. Now if .β is any semi-prime homomorphic image of R, \G\ will be a bijection on R. lΐ R = R/I where I is G-invariant, so that R has the induced group of automorphisms G, it follows that R & = 5^ (see the discussion at the end of the introduction).
We are now able to finish the case of radical rings. LEMMA 
Assume that \G\ is a bijection on R, and that J(R
Proof. We proceed by induction on n = \G\. If % = 1, then R = R G and there is nothing to prove. Thus, assume that for any group K of Jordan automorphisms with \K\ < \G\ and R κ a radical ring, it follows that J(R) -R.
To show that J(R) = R, we show that R has no proper primitive ideals. Say that P is such an ideal. If P is G-invariant, then R = RIP has induced group G, and R G = R° by the remarks above. Thus R G = J(R G ). We may therefore reduce to the case when J? is primitive. Apply Corollary 1.3, with H the subgroup of automorphisms. Now J(R H ) = J(R) Π R H by Montgomery's theorem [10] , and
ff by McCrimmon's theorem [9] . Since J(R) = (0), it follows that R G = </(#*) = (0). This contradicts the theorem of Bergman and Isaacs [2] , since R is primitive and so cannot be nilpotent.
We may therefore assume that P is not G-invariant. By Lemma 3.1, 1 = Γige G P 9 is a semi-simple ideal of R. As in the previous case, we may pass to R = R/I, and so assume that R is semi-simple with ΓU*P* = (0).
Let orb P = {P* 7 1 # e G}, and let m be the smallest positive integer such that, for any choice of m distinct members of orb P, say P lf P 2 , • , P w , we have ΓlΓ=i Pi = (0). Clearly m ^ w. If m = 1, then P = (0). This says that P is G-invariant, a contradiction. We may therefore assume that m > 1. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.5: by the minimality of m, there exist m -1 distinct members Pi, P» , P-i of orb P such that F = flΓ-i 1 P< ^ (0), and we let if be the set of g e G which permute {P 19 , P m _J. If K=G, we have a contradiction since G is transitive on orb P and m -1 < n. Thus, K is a proper subgroup of G. Since | JBΓI divides |G|, | JSΓ| is a bijection on R. In fact, \K\ is a bijection on V. For, clearly V has no |i£|-torsion, and since R/V is semi-prime, | JKΓ| is a bijection on RjV. In particular, iϋ/Fis |if|-torsion free, from which it follows that \K\V -V. Now V is a iΓ-invariant ideal of R, so if we can show that
K , it will follow by induction on \K\, using the ring V, that J(V) = V. Since R is a semi-simple ring, it can have no quasiregular ideals, and thus V = (0), a contradiction. Thus, the theorem will be proved if we can show that J( Proof. Using Theorem 2.5, the proof now follows exactly as in the associative situation [10] . 4* Polynomial identities* In this section we prove that if R G satisfies a polynomial identity (PI), then R also satisfies a PI. When G consists of an involution, this has been proved by Amitsur [1] , and when G consists of automorphisms, this has been proved by V. K. Kharchenko [7] under the assumption that R has no |G|-torsion. When R is semi-prime, both Amitsur and Kharchenko obtained a bound on the degree of the identity satisfied by R: namely, if n = \G\ and R G satisfies and identity of degree d, then R satisfies the standard identity S nd [x] of degree nd. We will show that the same conclusion holds when G is a finite group of Jordan automorphisms.
We assume throughout that R has no | G |-torsion. This assumption is necessary, for Bergman and Isaacs have produced an example when G is a finite group of automorphisms, R G = (0) but R satisfies no identity at all, when |G|JR = (0) [2] . We will also assume, for the sake of simplicity, that all identities have integer coefficients, and at least one monomial of highest degree has coefficient ±1. With care, more general coefficients may be allowed. [x] of degree nd, where n = \G\.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the identity satisfied by R G is multilinear [5, p. 225] . We proceed by induction on n. When n -1, R = R G and we are done. So assume the result is true for all groups K with \K\ < \G\. By Lemma 2.1, (0) = P{R) = Π« P a , where the P a are prime ideals of R such that R/P a is w-torsion free. Since R is a subdirect product of the R/P a , it suffices to show that each R\P a satisfies S nd [x] . If P -P a is Ginvariant, we may as usual pass to R -R/P, and the result then follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that nR G Q R G . We therefore may assume that P a is not G-invariant, and by considering R=R/f)P°, we may reduce to the case where f} geG P β =(0). As before, let orb P -{P 9 \ g e G) and let m be the smallest positive integer such that the intersection of any m distinct members of orb P is 0. If m = 1, then P = (0), which says that P is G-invariant, a contradiction. Thus 1 < m <^ n.
By the minimality of m, there exist m -1 distinct members of orb P, say P 19 P 2 , , P m _ x , such that V = P, Π U P m -t Φ (0). Let K = {geG\g permutes the m -1 Pis}. As before, K is a proper subgroup of G. Regarding V as a semi-prime ring, K acts on V and V has no additive |ίΓ|-torsion. 
